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SUBMARINER launches Mussels Working
Group
The outcomes of the EurOcean Member's Baltic
Blue Growth project served to develop a policy
paper on the mussel production chain.

+
30 Sep 2019

Zoom on marine science at the G7
Speakers' meeting
EurOcean Member Ifremer welcomed the G7 Heads
of parliaments this morning highlighting ocean
preservation and governance.

+
30 Sep 2019

Norwegian marine research centre lands a
good catch
EurOcean Member IMR hosted an institution that
contributes to the sustainable harvesting of marine
life.

+
30 Sep 2019

Open Sea Lab II boosting new data
product ideas
EurOcean Member VLIZ organised together with
EMODnet and imec a second hackathon on open
marine data.

+

30 Sep 2019

CESAM researchers in the spotlight!
Several elements from the EurOcean Member team
are on news and for good reasons.

+

30 Sep 2019

Nausicaá's turnover more than doubled in
2018
After the latest expansion, the visitors of the
EurOcean Member now spend more time and
money in their facilities in Boulogne-sur-Mer.

+
25 Sep 2019

Out now: IPCC Special Report on the
Ocean and Cryosphere in a Changing
Climate
Learn why the choices made now are critical for the
future of our ocean and cryosphere.

+
23 Sep 2019

The greatest Arctic research expedition of
all time has started
Scientists from 17 nations will investigate the
epicentre of climate change on board the Polarstern
for an entire year.

+
16 Sep 2019

International negotiations to protect the
high seas advancing at slow pace
UN negotiations are likely to require some
additional sessions after April 2020 in order to
prepare new treaty.

+
16 Sep 2019

Second-lowest September minimum seaice cover in the Arctic
The annual minimum had only dropped below 4M
km2 in another occasion since 1979.

+

30 Sep 2019

Join the BlueInvest Community!
The platform supports investment readiness and
access to finance for early-stage businesses, SMEs
and scale-ups in the blue economy.

+

30 Sep 2019

The Narwhal Challenge is on!
Be part of one of the most influential marine
ecosystems in the world and boost your project.

+

30 Sep 2019

Composer and writer discovers a bold new
world at sea
EurOcean Member MI invited an artist to spend
time at sea as part of an art project exploring radio
connectivity and its relationship to ocean space.

+
4 Sep 2019

WE ARE OCEAN
An Artistic Contribution to the UN Decade of Ocean
Science for Sustainable Development (2021-2030)

+

MARINE JOBS
30 Sep 2019

Looking for a new job in marine sciences
and technology?
Check out several open offers waiting for you.

+

